
Pericopes+1 is a new addition to a project initiated by pianist Alessandro 
Sgobbio and saxophonist Emiliano Vernizzi. It is the fruit of several years 
experience between three musicians across continents and oceans, creating a 
thread that connects Paris to New York and Italy.

Their music began attracting international recognition in 2012 as a duo, when 
they were awarded the Padova Carrarese prize, presented by ECM recording 
artist Paolo Fresu. A year later, Vernizzi and Sgobbio won the 2013 Umbria Jazz 
contest and were featured performers at the 2014 Umbria Winter Jazz Festival 
in Orvieto, Italy. This acknowledgement earned Pericopes a nomination in 
“Musica Jazz” Magazine’s “Top Jazz” poll for “Best new Italian jazz talent” (2012), 
and “Best Italian jazz group” (2013).

As Pericopes developed its roots as a jazz duo, its inception as a trio was born in 
late 2012 in Paris, France. It was in the heart of the French capital that Sgobbio 
and Vernizzi shared their musical progression with Nick Wight, an active and 
creative drummer living in New York City. During these first concerts in Paris, 
the project developed new ideas and carved another direction as a trio.

In April 2014, Pericopes + 1 was invited to the USA for a tour throughout the 
Northeastern states and a recording session in New York City following. The trio 
made an adventurous decision to compose an entirely new repertoire to be 
interpreted throughout the tour and on documented in the studio.  Before the 
album was ready to be released, the trio was invited back to Paris to perform in 
the prestigious “Trophées du Sunside” Competition, held at the iconic Sunset-
Sunside jazz club.

Since the release of “These Human Beings“ in February 2015 on the Alfa Music 
label, the album has received over 20 reviews from jazz press throughout Europe 
and the USA. The album showcases Pericopes + 1’s selfless and collaborative 
interplay, yielding an “organic and self – generated” ensemble language, rather 
than yielding to omnipresent traditional conventions. The integrity of this 
collaboration is best described by saxophone legend Dave Liebman, who wrote, 
“you can hear the spirit and mutual respect the three musicians have for each 
other, and the music…” and later commented, “…a very diverse repertoire, 
played flawlessly”.

Sgobbio, Vernizzi, and Wight’s idiosyncratic balance of improvisation and 
composition are inspired by jazz artists who tastefully balance elements of post-
rock, avant-garde, jazz and European and American folk music, afro-american and 
other ethnic music styles. Upon hearing the album, Enrico Rava reflects, “…there 
is the search but also heart… rage and love, and the howl but also the song”. In 
the wake of widespread media support for “These Human Beings”, and a 
successful album release tour this July in America, Pericopes + 1 is continuing 
their momentum with a 20+ city European tour in fall 2015.
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"Great record. Wonderful music with a very diverse 
repertoire, played flawlessly. You can hear the spirit and 
mutual respect the three musicians have for each other and 
the music. These guys have a history to be sure ." 

DAVE LIEBMAN 

 

“There is the search but also heart. There is rage and love. There is the 
howl but also the song. These three excellent musicians tell us about 
their being human. Thank you!" 

   ENRICO RAVA  

These Human Beings is a noteworthy example of Italian and American jazz musicians coming 
together, and Vernizzi, Sgobbio and Wight have no problem finding common ground when it comes 
to both the post-bop elements and the avant-garde elements. Both the inside and the outside work 
to their creative advantage on These Human Beings. 

ALEX HENDERSON / JAZZ INSIDE MAGAZINE – USA 

The group’s most impressive feat is that its ambitions don’t get in the way of the music’s 
accessibility. They play with intelligence and heart throughout, yet for all the complexity, the 
group is capable of communicating emotional depth through relatively structures. 

JOHN FREDERICK MOORE / JAZZIZ – USA 

The big strength of this album is its rare ability to tell us a story which goes further than the 
notes and the rhythms, transforming this journey in a unique and shared experience. An ambitious 
and successful project. 

PAOLO ODELLO / IL FATTO QUOTIDIANO – IT 

Pericopes duo experiments a new dimension with the addition of Mr. Wight. The trio works 
perfectly, assimilating and re-elaborating lots of elements from various sources. 

ENZO BODDI / MUSICA JAZZ – IT 

Pericopes+1 is a modern masterwork. 

PARLIAMO DI JAZZ – IT 

A nice surprise which goes further than just a very well played album with fine solos. Here 
these three musicians take out uncommon and unused ideas, settings and suggestions, carrying the 
listener in some unexplored  territories. You can really walk towards each step of this album, 
feeling the physical pleasure of the discovery. 

ROBERTO DELL’AVA / TRACCE DI JAZZ – IT 

press reviews



The  attention to the sound is absolute. Every listening reveals new  fine shapes and details 
that the sobriety of Pericopes’s poetics don’t show immediately.  With the intervention of a 
valuable drummer, which fits dialectically and not as a simple support, the duo’s music acquires a 
new dimension, which enriches its already considerable strengths. 

VINCENZO FUGALDI / JAZZITALIA – IT 

The open nature of this project puts on board drummer Nick Wight, that worth “+1ʺ″ who is the 
main character on final song “Changing World”, a nostalgic paint which gets the emotional 
highlight of a courageous and unpredicted album. 

ENRICO RAMUNNI / ROCKERILLA - IT 

Pericopes + 1 enters the American market with These Human Beings with the “+1ʺ″ representing 
the addition of New York based drummer Nick Wight. The varied program, musical interactions and 
progressive thinking behind it are likely to generate interest on this side of the Atlantic. The 
Greek definition of pericope is a set of verses that forms one coherent unit or thought. Vernizzi, 
Sgobbio and Wight fit that definition perfectly, making These Human Beings is an impressive outing. 

KARL ACKERMANN / ALL ABOUT JAZZ – USA 

These three artists engage in a dialogue with plenty of sonorous effervescence and 
evanescence. They ask and answer each other; then they go together or they take opposite ways; 
sometimes they agree, sometimes they disagree, competing around harmonic and rhythmical stuffs. 

They play together a cerebral music by keeping their whole spontaneous sensibility intact. 

NICHOLAS HILLALI / LES CHRONIQUES DE HIKO – FR 

Pericopes + 1 fits their era perfectly: These Human Beings is a rich cocktail of unpredictable 
moments, where musicality and strength merge together with a colorful homogeneity. 

BOB HATTEAU / JAZZ À BÂBORD – FR 

Pericopes+1 search  and find various  ways of  interplay. They create  a music with plenty of 
personality and energy. 

THIERRY GIARD / CULTUREJAZZ – FR 

These Human Beings is plenty of artistic humus. 

STEFANO DENTICE / EXTRA MUSIC MAGAZINE – IT 

"Power jazz trio Pericopes + 1 jacks hard hits aplenty on its first few tracks, but soon 
reconsiders its approach, opening lengthy and reflective piano interludes and expounding a 
discursive humanitarian philosophy." 

FRED BOUCHARD / NEW YORK CITY JAZZ RECORD - USA 

The good thing about this trio is that they don’t “hang out” with either the omnipresent neo-
bop, nor  the ecstatic Scandinavian style. In their  composite rhythms we can find a particular 
experimental, fragmented and multi-directional rock. The distribution of the rules is  well 
balanced and it gives a sense of unity to the improvisations. 

PIERCARLO POGGIO / BLOW UP – IT 

This 10-track album from Pericopes+1 conduct the listener into a sonore dimension where the 
dialogue and the conceptual revision of interpreting rules will make the jazz of tomorrow. 

DANIELE CAMERLENGO / SUONO – IT 
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